Academic and Student Affairs Support in every program!

Applied Physics & Applied Mathematics, Materials Science
Svitlana Samoilina
ss4198@columbia.edu

Biomedical Engineering
Helen Cen
hkc2120@columbia.edu

Chemical Engineering
(MS) Raina Ranaghan
rnr2185@columbia.edu
(PhD) Kathy Marte
kmm2270@columbia.edu

Civil Engineering & Engineering Mechanics
Scott Kelly
stk2110@columbia.edu

Computer Science
Cindy Meekins
cam2362@columbia.edu
Clarissa Pena
clarissa@cs.columbia.edu
Randolph Rivo
rrivo@cs.columbia.edu

Computer/Electrical Engineering
Elsa Sanchez
es240@columbia.edu

Data Science
Brianne Cortese
bc2640@columbia.edu

Earth & Environmental Engineering
Elizabeth Allende
ea2516@columbia.edu

Medical Physics
Svitlana Samoilina
ss4198@columbia.edu

Industrial Engineering & Operations Research
Carmen Ng
Kristen Maynor
Lizbeth Morales
Lola Radev
info@ieor.columbia.edu

Mechanical Engineering
Mel Francis
mef2@columbia.edu

Computer Science
Cindy Meekins
cam2362@columbia.edu
Clarissa Pena
clarissa@cs.columbia.edu
Randolph Rivo
rrivo@cs.columbia.edu

Data Science
Brianne Cortese
bc2640@columbia.edu

Earth & Environmental Engineering
Elizabeth Allende
ea2516@columbia.edu

Medical Physics
Svitlana Samoilina
ss4198@columbia.edu

Industrial Engineering & Operations Research
Carmen Ng
Kristen Maynor
Lizbeth Morales
Lola Radev
info@ieor.columbia.edu

Mechanical Engineering
Mel Francis
mef2@columbia.edu
SEAS Academic Programs Contacts

**Graduate Student Affairs**  
seas_academics@columbia.edu
- Academic Support and Guidance
- Graduation/Degree Clearance
- Fellowships and Research Opportunities
- Academic Policies and Procedures
- Disability Services: Academic Accommodations
- Registration Holds and Grading Options (e.g. Pass/Fail)
- Billing and Financial Issues

**Graduate Student Life**  
seas_gsa@columbia.edu
- Graduate Student Life, Programming & Events
- New Student Orientation and Onboarding
- Graduate Student Organizations
- Engineering Graduate Student Council
- Housing

**Professional Development & Leadership (PDL)**  
pdl-seas@columbia.edu
- PDL for MS ENGI4000
- PDL for PhD ENGI6001-6004, Engineer Your PhD

**Career Placement Officers (CPO)**  
cpo-seas@columbia.edu
- Career Opportunities
- Employer Events
- Support specific to your program

**English Communication - Sophia Lee**  
hl3266@columbia.edu
- PDL English Communication for MS ENGI5000-5009
- PDL English Communication for PhD ENGI7000-7009